What is the most significant result of this study?
In this work, we developed and experimentally validated an ensemble machine-learning strategy to identify novel molecular frameworks of FXR modulators. Ap rospective virtual screening on al ibrary of 3millionc ompounds allowed us to identify novel FXR activatora nd antagonist frameworks, which expand the chemical space of known FXR modulators. This study demonstrates the potential of ensemble machine learning for prospective hit finding and to capture pharmacologically relevant features of knownb ioactives withoutt he need of previousstructure-activity knowledge.
Who designed the cover?
The cover was designedbyDr. Francesca Grisoni.
What prompted you to investigate this topic/problem?
Machine learningh olds particular potentiali nc omputer-assisted hit discovery. To streamline hit identification from large compound collections, we have employeda ne nsemble of complementary machine-learning methods to capture different aspects of the dataset and improve the prediction quality. FXR was chosen as the molecular target for its great therapeutic potentiala nd the limited diversity of known FXR ligand frameworks. As potent FXR agonists advancing to, or in, clinicalt rials are represented by few chemotypes, we have employed our computational approacht oF XR ligand identification to equip medicinal chemistry with fresh lead compounds for FXR targeted drug discovery.
What other topics are you working on at the moment?
We are focusingo na rtificial intelligence (AI)-driven de novo molecular design and have employed neural networks to learn the "grammar" of SMILES strings and, subsequently,g enerate new chemical entities (NCEs). By means of transfer learning, this model can be tailored to specific applications such as target-focusedo rn atural-product-inspired de novo design.I n prospective applications, AI-designed molecules were synthesized and confirmed as bioactive. We are now further expanding and improvingt he application of generative AI fort he de novo design of innovative NCEs.
